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                    We inspire you to make the right digital decisions
                    

                    

                

            

        

        
            
                
                    D'Terra is an international digital integrator with an expertise in the financial sector. We specialize in custom web development, complex integration and end-to-end analytics for the web systems, providing security and support for digital solutions.

                    
                        
                            100+

                            solutions for banking, 
real estate, IT,  E-Commerce and other industries

                        

                                                
                            12 years

                            D'Terra company 
was founded in Tallinn 
in 2010 

                        

                    

                

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        We are recommended by the leading companies

                        We create digital products that integrate into any existing client systems "landscape" and interact with it effectively.
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                The main workstrands of D’Terra
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                                    Banking Integration

                                    Banking Business Digital Transformation Competence Centre
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                                    Security Integration

                                    Security, fault tolerance and reliability of custom web development solutions
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                                    Analytics Integration

                                    Big data analytics - reports of any complexity without the limitations of standard analytics systems
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                    As a universal partner, D’Terra offers  comprehensive solutions.  We create high-quality digital products and provide the development, the implementation, and the security of the digital complex and product scaling, maintaining efficient support 24/7.
                

            

        

        
            
                
                    D'Terra services

                    
                        
                            
                                01

                                Development of sites and high-load web systems

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                02

                                Implementation of personal areas, microservices and portals

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                03

                                Integration with the external and internal systems via API

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                04

                                Technical support in accordance with 
SLA and Agile

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                05

                                End-topo-end and web analytics

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                06

                                Fault-tolerant infrastructure design and administration
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                                Web systems and mobile applications  security audit

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

        
            
                
                                        D'Terra digital products are a synergy of Estonia's digital heritage and European design practices
                

                
                    When implementing a project,  we provide:

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                            Work flexibility and the ability to adjust tasks during the implementation process

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                            High level
 of design based on the user experience

                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                            Сomplex integrations with the  internal systems

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                            A premium level of support for our customers’  business needs
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                    Features of D'Terra

                

                
                    
                        
                            1

                            Dedicated project teams with a flexible approach to solving complex problems for digital business transformation

                        

                        
                            2

                            In-house specialists in the web field, integration, mobile field and analytics

                        

                        
                            3

                            Projects development according to SLA
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                                        Ivars Rozenštrauhs

                                        IT Project Manager, SIA Aizdevums.lv

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    

                                

                                

                            

                            Aizdevums aims at making the workflow of partners and clients more comfortable. We entrust the implementation of our ideas to D’Terra. We are working in collaboration while looking for effective digital banking solutions. The previous personal area for partners was outdated and required an update. The new personal account is organized in the "kanban board" format, where the route from the start to the end goal is clearly visible. Additionally, a new portal was developed for the convenience of our clients. Multiple authorization scenarios were implemented and UX was improved. The new personal area is a "one-stop shop" for our customers.
                                The optimization of services and a large pool of tasks require well-coordinated communication. An effective interaction process has been established with the D'Terra team. We work in Jira, where we track the status of tasks and hold regular online meetings for release overviews. Our project manager is always available in the chat. We consult with D’Terra about the best approaches for achieving our business goals. We are pleased with the results.

                        

                    

                    
                        

                        
                            

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                Let's start cooperating!
Leave a request
            

            @ 2013—2024 D’Terra
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                sales@dterra.eu
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